Mobile Apps
& Gamification
Two steps ahead through innovations!

Our Offer

We know your industry
Technology & IT
High pressure for innovation, more and more complex projects and a shorter product
lifecycle is your problem. Don't worry, you have found a strong partner in us.

Industries

Logistics & Traffic
New mobility concepts, increasing environmental requirements or the management of
your fleet are your concerns. We will be happy to advise you and develop future-proof
software that meets your expectations.

Trade & eCommerce
Coping with ever-increasing customer numbers or ever-growing competition is your
problem? Find an innovative solution for your business with us.

Our offer

Service overview

Augmented Reality

Apps

Websites

Augmented Reality enables

Mobile software helps you

The first impression counts!

you to impress your

and your customers to display

We help you with an attractive

customers through the

digitalization in a way that is

website to more sales.

fusion of fiction & reality.

clear and suitable for
everyday use.

Secure competitive advantages with innovations!

We are your advantage!
Advice from experts
Benefit from us as an innovative sparring partner with
know-how from RWTH Aachen & industry.

Investment security
Through well-founded decisions, you can design your
product economically and future-proof.

360° view
From IT integration/migration to roll-out and maintenance:
with us you have a stable partner at your side.

Reliability
Competent and experienced project management will make
your products a reality on time.

References

What our customers partners say about us...

The cooperation with VSApps has led to very good
results very quickly. We are
happy to recommend VSApps to others!

We had an idea to expand our service with a

Thank you for the great and friendly

new app. The team from VS-Apps not only

cooperation during the development of our

provided us with excellent and efficient advice,

application. From the first moment to the end,

but also successfully supported the operational

we always had the impression that you were as

implementation. We are looking forward to

passionate about the idea as we were. Anytime

further projects with VS-Apps.

again.

- Hartwig Bazzanella -

- Rainer Steffens - Bilgehan Karatas -

AR

Augmented Reality
Tangible innovations that make you a pioneer
in your industry!

Our offer

Augmented Reality
Product presentation
Present your product directly in the customer's living room?
This will be your competitive advantage thanks to augmented
reality (AR). Items, no matter how bulky, can be presented
virtually where the customer wants it. Making a purchase
decision has never been more convenient or easier! Future
products can also be presented realistically through AR even
before the first prototype.

iOS Demo *

* https://vs-apps.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/cube17_2.usdz

Augmented Reality
Software development
Gamification
Fiction and reality merge in a playful
way. Intuitive operation and fun to
use make you a pioneer in your

AR-Animations

industry. Innovation bears your name!

AR makes complex products
comprehensible at a glance.
Air, energy or information flows
can be animated and presented
in an easily understandable
way. Just right for the short
attention span of just a few
seconds that customers have.

Individuell
You have an idea how to interactively
inspire your customers with AR
technology?
E.g. a configurator, game, etc.. Our
AR software development enables
you to co-design individual user
experiences. Stand out from your
competitors!

IoT

Internet of Things
Digitalization: DataScience secures the future
for your company!

Our Offer

IoT - Internet of Things
Our offer for you!
Digital transformation is inevitable. Don't miss your opportunities! We provide you with comprehensive
advice. We communicate complex technologies to you in an understandable way. Thanks to automated and
assisting processes, we offer you concrete solutions. Use our know-how from research and industry for your
productivity!

Digitalization consulting

Conception of your
IoT platform

360° IOT Services

We are your innovative sparring

We develop your database,

Your security and satisfaction come

partner, offering you knowledge
transfer from a wide range of
industries and giving you a head
start through innovation in
addition to investment security!

architecture and software. We rely
on cloud platforms with high
availability and guaranteed longterm support.

first! Take advantage of our full
360° services to preserve your
company's valuable resources.

App & Web
Development

Anything can emerge from an app,
all the way to a digital business model!

Our offer

App-Workshop

05

Well-founded decisions

Rollout planning

You will receive a professional app concept with the help of
our simple workshop. In the process, we bring new

Plan the market entry strategy and product
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support with us even before implementation.

technologies to your concept and make you an industry

Technical consulting

pioneer. Sound decisions enable you to design your product
cost- and time-efficiently.

Put your product on a scalable and sustainable
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foundation with our developers.

Design and User Experience
Together with our experts, find the optimal

02

design that is intuitively understood.

Product vision
01

Your product gets a sustainable vision with us.

Market research
We explore the potential of your idea with you.

Our offer

App and Web development

We bring your product vision to life!
Your individual software solution will stand out from your competitors thanks to the latest technologies and professional software architecture. Design and
programming from a single source: The development of your app has never been more cost- and time-efficient! And all at the highest level to your complete
satisfaction.

Our offer

360° Services
Rollout
We accompany you during the rollout of
your software and give you valuable tips.

Training
We train customer services and internal
personnel when handing over the
product to ensure long-term success.

Maintenance
Of course, we will be happy to help with any
problems and the care of your product.

Data-driven
enhancements
Do you want to keep delighting your
customers in the future? Use state-of-theart methods to learn from feedback.

IT-Integration & Migration

Adaptation of business models

We get your app into the store, optimize texts

We support you in the continuous adaptation of

for search engines and bring your web
application into the productive environment

your business model with the help of well-founded
analyses and empirical values.

Start Now!
Shape the future with us!

Two steps ahead with innovations!

Our Team

Marco Bellof

Florian Schulz

UI / UX-Expert

Backend-Expert

Know-how

Agile methods

Krzysztof Kostrzewa

Christian Menkhoff
Editor

Software developer

Our Work

Innovative

Transparent

Two steps ahead through innovations!

Contact

Marco Bellof
Managing Director

&

Florian Schulz
Managing Director

The perfect result is only a perfect result if you are satisfied. We don't tell
you what you should be satisfied with. We make sure that you are!

hello@vs-apps.de

+49 241 98093260

Jülicher Str. 72a
52070 Aachen

